The aim of the paper is to explore the relationship between philosophy and geography, starting from the second half of the past century. In 1976 Michel Foucault took part in an interview with the geographers of the radical French journal Hérodote. At the end of his interview with the editors, Foucault says: "I have enjoyed this discussion because I've changed my mind since we started [...] Now I can see that the problems you put to me about geography are crucial ones for me [...] Geography must indeed necessarily lie at the heart of my concerns". For geographers these remarks signaled something of a vindication. The cultural turn in geography (1980) drew geographers explicitly on the influential work of French structuralists and post-structuralists. The paper thus turns to some contemporary theories of culture in cultural geography and addresses to Derek Gregory's influential book Geographical Imaginations, Gunnar Olsson’s Abysmal. A Critique of Cartographic Reason and Edward Soja’s Thirdspace.
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1. «L’ideale per un libro sarebbe stendere ogni cosa [...] su una sola pagina, su una stessa superficie: eventi vissuti, determinazioni storiche, concetti pensati, individui, gruppi e formazioni sociali»

2. «La carta si oppone al calco, è interamente rivolta verso una sperimentazione in presa sul reale. La carta non riproduce un inconscio chiuso su se
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